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What you should know
about concrete slabs
Workplace safety:
noise exposure
ATFA CONVENTION 2009 ISSUE

See Daniel Boone demonstrating Powernail
products at the ATFA Convention, booth 20

Note from the CEO
The Australian Timber Flooring Association

TIMBER FLOORS

welcomes you to the tenth issue of Timber Floors
Magazine! ATFA’s trade publication has grown
significantly since the launch issue in June 2007,
with a large and diverse readership together with
dedicated advertisers and contributors.
With another financial year under our belt,
we all look forward to a healthy tax return. And
speaking of tax, it’s timely to remind you that members of the timber flooring
industry will be under the taxman’s microscope for the next 12 to 24 months,
particularly floor sanders/finishers and installers. If you need some guidance,
take a look at the ATO benchmarks for some helpful indicators. Information can
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be accessed from a link on the ATFA home page at www.atfa.com.au.
This year’s ATFA Timber Flooring Convention is held in Brisbane for the first
time and builds on the successful recipe of a trade exhibition, professional
conference, industry dinner and awards. In particular, the practical technique
and product demonstrations during both the conference and the exhibition will
be a popular attraction, giving visitors a not-to-be-missed taste of the USAustralian Installation and Finishing Schools. For more information on the 2009
convention see pages 8 - 15 in this issue.
Brisbane in September offers a beautiful climate for those venturing north
and having a holiday at the same time. Don’t forget to pre-register for this
important timber flooring industry event at www.atfaconvention.com.au.
I look forward to seeing you there!
Randy Flierman
CEO, Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update
Information is the theme for the months ahead! ATFA

Work from our Standing Committees will also be released

will soon issue new hard copy information sheets for our

over coming months. This includes the following

members’ Information Guides.

• The Technical Committee’s Bamboo discussion paper is a
preliminary for setting national industry guidelines.

These information sheets will cover

• The Training Committee is revisiting apprenticeship

• Getting Paid for Your Work

arrangements and the training schedule for 2010.

• Dispute Prevention and Management

• ATFA’s US Schools Committee is setting tentative dates for

• Chain of Custody Certification
• Coatings and Adhesives Compliance Guide to the GBCA

the US – Australian Installation and Finishing Schools in

• Client Expectations Information Sheet (an update)

2010, potentially to be held in March 2010 (Fundamentals)

Problems Cures and Remedial Measures with considerably
A PUBLICATION FROM

more detail than the previous edition.
After the Brisbane Convention, there are only a few
workshops remaining on the 2009 workshop calendar. These

For back issues of Timber
www.timberfloorsmag.com

7 October and in Brisbane on 13 October. There is only one

and click on the issue

more opportunity to do ATFA’s Advanced Coating Technology

downloads link.
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Why is Australian-made
Timbermate winning so
many awards in America?

TIMBER FLOORS

Floors Magazine, visit

include Advanced Timber Flooring Technology in Sydney on

workshop this year and that’s in Melbourne on 20 October.

THE AUSTRALIAN TIMBER
FLOORING ASSOCIATION
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and May 2010 (for Intermediate and Advanced). f

Later in the year ATFA will release the next edition of
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Laminate flooring
and acoustic underlays
Work place safety:
wood dust and respirator
s
Green Building Council
recognises AFS certificati
on

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Simple

Timbermate Woodfiller...
• Never shrinks, sinks, cracks or falls out
• Is 4 products in 1 - Wood Putty,

Others...
• Shrink, sink, crack or fall out
• Have limited uses and short

• No latex. No acrylic. No solvent.
• No waste - use to the last drop
• Takes any stain evenly

• Contain latex, acrylic or solvent
• Dry out in the tub - very costly
• Won’t mix with all tints or stains
• Don’t take stains evenly

Grain Filler, Crack Filler & Edge Filler

shelf life

Timbermate So good you’ll never
know it’s there
www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1 800 354 811 (Except Mobiles)
Melbourne: (03) 9873 4811
Sydney: (02) 9983 9906
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Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring

Synteko Pty Ltd.

Freecall: 1800 226 888

Call: 02 94068100

Email nstf@nstimberflooring.com.au

info@synteko.com.au
www.synteko.com.au

NEW

175mm w
ide board
available
in Blackb
utt,
Brushbox
and
Sydney B
lue Gum

AFS/01-31-38
Promoting sustainable
forest management

Boral Silkwood
engineered hardwood flooring

Silkwood is a prefinished hardwood flooring product
that needs no acclimatisation. Just open the box and
start laying. It can be glued down or floated directly on a
concrete slab, plywood, tiles or existing timber flooring.

Silkwood can be installed and walked on within a matter
of hours - no down time for sanding, finishing or curing,
and a lot less mess and fumes. Lay it right at the end of
the project to ensure that it’s a perfect floor at hand-over.

For installation guides, product samples or a list of Silkwood resellers,
phone 1800 818 317 or visit www.boraltimberflooring.com.au.
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Member profile:
Embelton
Founded in 1925 and publicly listed in 1957, Embelton is
one of Australia’s most experienced and trusted flooring
companies. The company manufactures, imports and
distributes high quality hardwood timber flooring products
including parquetry, solid strip timber and floating floors,
as well as bamboo, laminate and cork. It is also one of the
country’s largest suppliers of timber flooring accessories to
the trade.
Headquartered in Coburg, Victoria, the company serves a
loyal customer base of timber flooring sanders and installers
through their trade counters in Huntingdale and Coburg
in Victoria, Silverwater in New South Wales, Kedron in
Queensland and Osborne Park in Western Australia.
Embelton’s engineered and laminate floors are generally
sold through the company’s network of retail partners across
Australia.

Recently, Embelton was extensively
involved with the new $128million
Melbourne Recital Centre and MTC
Theatre project which opened in
February this year.
The two venues were designed by architects Ashton
Raggatt McDougall and constructed by Bovis LendLease.
The MRC/MTC Complex is located in Sturt Street, South
Melbourne and features a 5000 seat theatre and the 1000
seat Dame Elizabeth Murdoch Recital Hall, one of the world’s
leading venues for chamber music. The site aims to enhance
Victoria’s reputation as the centre for culture and the arts in
Australia.
Embelton was the major supplier of the flooring and
subfloor products, including 1750m2 of 80 x 19mm Jarrah
select grade strip flooring and 2500m2 of 450 x 90mm
Maxi Block bamboo parquetry in both natural grade and
carbonised finish. In addition, 350 bamboo stairs were
supplied and installed in the building.
The project demanded the highest quality timber and
bamboo and the installation - completed on time and to the
highest standards - was undertaken and managed by Darren
Carrolan of Architectural Floors.
4

The Bamboo parquetry – made
to a customised specification
- was chosen by the designers
owing to its durability and
natural sustainability, and had to
meet the strictest standards of
moisture content and stability.

The bamboo parquetry – made to a customised
specification - was chosen by the designers owing to its
durability and natural sustainability, and had to meet the
strictest standards of moisture content and stability.
Embelton’s technical division was also involved in
designing and manufacturing a solution to prevent external
noise from entering the auditorium. This involved floating the
1000 seat recital hall on 54 giant springs, acting to isolate all
external noise from entering the venue.
Embelton is also a major provider of sports floors and is
the only company to provide a complete all-in-one solution.
It also manufactures ImpactaMat, a 5mm impact absorbing
rubber underlay, which has the added benefit of deadening
and absorbing annoying surface sounds and reducing their
transmission to adjacent rooms or areas. f

www.embelton.com

High Performance
Timber Flooring Finishes
The Intergrain Enviropro range of water based timber
flooring finishes are high performance coatings that are
designed to enhance the natural beauty of timber floors.

Superior Wear Resistance
Better Colour Development
Specified for Leading Projects
Environmentally Responsible
Come to the
d
Enviropro stan
09
at the ATFA 20
discuss
Convention to
timber
of
e
our rang
s
flooring finishe

Made in Australia

www.intergrainenviropro.com.au
Freecall 1800 248 780
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Species feature: Blackbutt
Blackbutt is a tall hardwood, growing in large numbers
in coastal forests between Bega in New South Wales and
Maryborough in Queensland. A moderate to large tree with a
long, straight cylindrical trunk, Blackbutt reaches heights of
40 to 60 metres, with a diameter of up to three metres.
Blackbutt literally means “half bark.” It has rough fibrous
bark on the lower trunk and a smoother whitish to yellow
upper trunk and branches where bark has shed in strips.
The heartwood of Blackbutt is pale brown with a faint tinge
of pink when freshly cut, while the sapwood is usually slightly
paler in colour. The grain tends to be straight with some gum
veins present but little evidence of growth rings.
Care needs to be taken in drying this species to prevent
surface checking on the tangential surface and reconditioning
is unadvisable. The mature wood may encounter problems
when gluing, particularly with phenolic adhesives, but young
regrowth wood appears to be less affected.
Blackbutt is a species that is well regarded by foresters for
the high quality of timber and its quick growth. It reaches 64%

Installation
Hurford Hardwood in conjunction with the Australian
Timber Flooring Association has developed a unique
installation method that ensures the stability and
longevity of ‘fourteen’.
Profile
The unique profile of our wide board overlay incorporates
a distinct offset tongue and groove.
This gives the floor an equivalent wear layer to thicker
flooring products and also increases the stability of the
floor when under pressure from expansion.

Blackbutt 180mm wideboard flooring by Hurford Hardwood,
installation by Nash Timbers

Performance
‘Fourteen’ Secret Nail Wideboard Overlay has been
specifically developed and manufactured to provide a
wide board flooring product with improved stability.
Due to the board being thinner we are able to achieve
better drying with a more consistant moisture content
through the floor board. With thinner flooring fully
trowel glued the adhesive has a greater ability to

hold down the top shoulders minimising cupping and
movement.
With todays fixing technology it should not be presumed
that thicker boards will be more stable.
Species and Grades
‘Fourteen’ is available in a wide variety of species and
grades. This diverse spectrum of colour and feature is
broad enough to complement any design requirement.

Hurford Hardwood Pty Ltd

Phone 02 6621 9886
Email hardwood@hurfords.com.au

www.hardwood.com.au
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of its mature timber density within four years and is 80-88%

Physical properties of Blackbutt

of its mature timber density within 11-17 years.

Botanical name: eucalyptus pilularis

Blackbutt is classed as Class 1 with a life expectancy over
40 years when used above ground and is Class 2 with a life

Family: Myrtaceae

expectancy 15 to 25 years when used in-ground.

Dry density: 900 kg/m3
Janka dry hardness: 9.1 kN

The sapwood is not susceptible to lyctid borer attack and
Blackbutt is considered naturally resistent to termites.
Blackbutt is ideal for flooring but is also used in a variety

also be used for posts and poles if it is treated with a suitable

of aesthetic and structural building applications including

preservative. Other uses include boat building, coach and

weatherboards, railway sleepers and bridge planks. It may

carriage building, structural plywood and hardboard. f

ATFA MEMBER BLACKBUTT MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Company

Australian Solar Timbers

Big River Timbers

Boral Timber Flooring

Profile

Thickness

Widths
80mm and 130mm

T+G

19mm

Parquetry

14mm and 19mm 65mm

Overlay

14mm

85mm

TimberLay overlay 12mm

80mm

T+G

19mm

60mm, 80mm and 130mm

Engineered

14mm

138mm and 189mm

T+G

19mm

60mm, 80mm, 85mm, 108mm, 130mm and 180mm

Overlay

13mm

80mm

15mm

133mm

Engineered

Embelton Flooring

Harmony Timber Floors

Hurford Hardwoods

J Notaris

Kennedys Classic Aged
Timbers

Premium Floors

Truflor

Timberwest

Wonderful Floor

18mm

175mm

Overlay

14mm

82mm

T+G

19mm

80mm

Parquetry

14mm and 19mm 260mm x 65mm and 240mm x 60mm

Engineered

14mm

130mm

12mm

83mm

14mm

83mm,140mm and 180mm

19mm

80mm and 130mm

21mm

180mm

23mm

210mm

Staircase material 38mm

300mm

T+G

T+G

19mm

80mm, 60mm, 130mm

12mm

80mm

Parquetry

260mm x 65mm x 14mm and 260mm x 65mm x 14mm

Overlay

15mm

75mm, 110mm, 140mm

19mm

80mm, 105mm, 130mm

22mm

150mm, 180mm, 210mm

T+G

25mm

80mm, 220mm

Overlay

12mm

80mm

Block parquetry

260mm x 65mm x 14mm and 260mm x 65mm x 19mm

Engineered

14mm

1, 2 and 3 strip widths

T+G

19mm

80, 85, 108, 130, 180mm

Engineered

14mm

132mm

Parquetry

260 x 65 x 19mm

Overlay

10mm

85mm

T+G

19mm

85mm, 135mm

Engineered

19, 10mm

85mm

Overlay

14mm

115mm

Contact

Phone 02 6562 6839
www.astfloors.com.au

Phone 02 6644 0900
www.bigrivertimbers.com.au

Phone 1300 818 317
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au

Phone 03 9353 4811
www.embelton.com
Phone 1300 725 257
www.harmonytimberfloors.com

Phone 02 6621 9886
www.hardwood.com.au

Phone 02 66423477

Phone 1300 788 884
www.kennedysagedtimbers.com.au

Phone 02 9982 3777
www.premiumfloors.com.au

Phone 08 84471839
www.truflor.com.au
Phone 08 9409 5252
www.timberwest.com.au
Phone 02 9517 2413
www.wonderfulfloor.com.au
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Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009
4-5 September 2009
It’s on again! The biggest event in the timber flooring
industry’s calendar: The ATFA Education Conference and
Timber Flooring Exhibition.

EVENT DETAILS

We can all thaw out in sunny Queensland with the event
this year scheduled for a Friday and Saturday in order to

DATES

attract visitors to the trade exhibition who may not be able to

Friday 4 and Saturday 5 September 2009

attend during business hours on a week day.
The exhibition is designed to appeal to timber flooring
professionals, developers, builders, renovators, architects,
manufacturers, retailers and tradespeople in the timber and
flooring industries.
A wide range of exhibitors will be on show, demonstrating
the latest in product innovations from the best in the industry,
from Australia and around the world.
In addition to the exhibition, the National Timber Flooring
Conference provides an excellent networking and learning

LOCATION
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre (Hall 1)
Cnr Merivale and Glenelg Sts, South Bank, QLD
Parking accessed from Merivale or Grey Streets.
CONFERENCE OPENING HOURS
Friday 4 Sept and Saturday 5 Sept: 8 - 11.50am
EXHIBITION OPENING HOURS
Friday 4 Sept: 12 - 7pm; Saturday 5 Sept: 12 - 4pm

opportunity for timber flooring professionals. f

Concrete Grinding & Edging? Leveling & Grout Removal?
Decorative & Polished Finish? Stripping Paint & Glue?

All this with the...

ECO-FRIENDLY

WONDERFUL FLOOR
RENEWABLE

ICHMOND

ACN: 107 906 374

Wonderful Floor specialises in pre-coated
Australian solid hardwood, engineered floating
hardwood and pre-coated bamboo floors.
Our products are environmentally friendly and have
been sourced from sustainably managed forests.

DISCS FOR
ANY JOB

DUSTLESS
GRINDING

Benefits of using Wonderful Floor
• Pre-coated hardwood has fewer hassles, with
no sanding dust or fumes
• Renewable and sustainable, helping protect
our environment

EASY
EDGING

• Hardwoods such as Ironbark have a long
lasting German made hard wearing coating

Wonderful Floor (Factory)
62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone (02) 9517 4742
Fax (02) 9517 2436
www.wonderfulfloor.com.au
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VIC & TAS (03) 9469-4111

sales@ultrahardtools.com.au

QLD & NT (07) 3881-1660

sales@diacut.com.au

Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009
Conference program
Friday 4 September 2009

Saturday 5 September 2009

8.00 am

Delegate registration, tea and coffee on arrival

8.00 am

Delegate registration, tea and coffee on arrival

8.15 am

Welcome, Robert Clague

8.15 am

ATFA Update, Randy Flierman, ATFA CEO

ATFA President

8.25 am

Coatings: Just why is it so?

8.20 am

Shaping the climate for change

Phil Holgate, Principal Consultant

Ric Sinclair, Managing Director

TAMSA International Consulting

Forest and Wood Products Australia
8.50 am

9.55 am

Effects of internal environments on board 		

Phil Holgate, TAMSA; Brett Scarpella, Loba;

movement

Julia Hall, Orica; Tony Powell, Floors by Powell

Dave Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager
10.20 am

10.20 am

Floor finishing workshop

Custom flooring techniques

Daniel Boone, Technical Training Director, 		

Daniel Boone, Technical Training Director, 		

Powernail Co, USA

Powernail Co, USA
11.50 am

Panel session: Floor Coatings

11.50 am

Close

Close

For further details and presentation summaries visit www.atfaconvention.com.au

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range
of products and equipment for
the flooring industry

Embelton Flooring
ACN 004 251 861
Victoria - Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel 03 9353 4811
Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel 03 9545 6499
New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel 02 9748 3188

•

Parquetry

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel 07 3359 7100

•

Cork

•

Floating Floors

•

Solid Strip Timber Flooring

•

Sound Insulation Matting

•

Adhesives for Timber Installations

•

Sanding Products

•

Polyurethanes / Coatings

•

Tools and Machinery

•

Bamboo

•

Laminate Flooring

Western Australia
37 Sundercombe St, Osborne Park 6017
Tel 08 9204 1300

Pictured: Melbourne Recital Centre
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Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009:
Keynote speakers
Daniel Boone. Technical Training Director, Powernail Co, USA
Daniel Boone is widely recognised throughout the international timber flooring industry as
a master craftsman and for his contributions to manufacturer and distributor education. With
more than 30 years’ experience in the timber flooring industry, Daniel is highly skilled in the
manufacture, installation and finishing of hardwood flooring. He has extensive qualifications
in technical aspects of product development, including specification, design, raw and finished
product testing and is recognised throughout the US timber flooring industry for implementation
of Installation Contractor and Sand and Finish Contractor Certifications.
Ric Sinclair, Managing Director, Forest and Wood Products Australia
The FWPA is the industry-owned services company responsible for both R&D and generic
promotion of the sector. Ric has a close attachment to the forests sector as he grew up in north
east Victoria, where his family had a long involvement with forestry and logging. Ric has a degree
in forestry from ANU and initially worked in forest management and timber harvesting. He
subsequently moved into the communications area – first as a writer and editor in Canada, then
as an economist with NAFI and then as the Marketing Manager responsible for the Reflex Brand
and other Australian Paper products.
Dave Hayward, Technical

9

Reduce measuring & planning times
Reduce waste and mistakes
Increase estimating accuracy
Increase your output capacity
Standardise planning processes
Communicate effectively

er
b
Tim

Manager, Australian Timber

Creating Professional
Flooring Layouts and
Estimates in Minutes

Vinyl

Ca

Flooring Association
Dave Hayward is an
engineer who has worked
in the timber industry for
more than 25 years. After
many years in sawmills
he worked as the Assistant Technical Manager for Timber
Queensland, dealing closely with the timber flooring industry,

rpe

ts

where he managed the quality control program specifically

Tile

aimed at timber flooring for Queensland and Northern NSW
producers. Dave is on the Australian Standards Committee
that deals with the manufacture of solid timber flooring and

Lam

ina

tes

PVC Plank

Take advantage of our thrity day free trial,
talk to us today, we will show you how
flooring businesses across Australia
and New Zealand are reaping the rewards.

Paint

Both tools have been a revelation in both
time management and professionalism.
The combination of FEP Software and Disto Lasers
have given us a serious competitive advantage.
This software gives me more time to spend with
clients on either selection of product or closing the sale.
FEP ticked every box.
FE

is the ATFA’ Technical Manager. He is frequently called upon
to inspect and report on flooring performance issues. Dave
is widely considered an expert in the timber flooring field
and has written industry manuals, including ATFA’s ‘Timber
Flooring’ manual and the ‘Problems - Causes and Remedial
Measures’ publication.

Pty Ltd

Free Call: 1800 780 069
www.lasermeasure.com.au
sales@lasermeasure.com.au
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For further details on the convention
visit www.atfaconvention.com.au

Phil Holgate, Principal
Consultant, TAMSA
International Consulting
Phil Holgate is a
qualified Chartered
Chemist who has a
wealth of experience

“The ATFA Convention is ideal for
timber flooring contractors and
business owners interested in
developing their technical skills
and understanding of the timber
industry. It’s also an excellent
opportunity to network with some
of the biggest names in the timber
flooring industry.”

both nationally and
internationally. With an early career that involved many
international postings, Phil was involved in technology
transfer and technical training. He has presented at
international polyurethane symposiums as well as
authoring various patents on polyurethane coatings
systems. Phil has also worked as Technical Manager
and General Manager of Toby Coatings, Regional
Manager with Polycure and was the Founder, Technical
Director and Managing Director of Australian Specialty

Randy Flierman, CEO, Australian
Timber Flooring Association

Waterborne Coatings. Since 1984 Phil has also run
TAMSA International, a consultancy that specialises in
education, training and floor failure forensics.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS FOR
SOLID AND ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING

P250
T
L
S

type 16 ga
type 16 ga
type 15 1/2 ga

5/8 - 33/32"

NEW

THE PRIMPACT ENGINE:
THE HEART OF THE P250 / Q550
offers reliability, extended performance and
an unequaled smoothness of operation.

• Short nose and compact valve design
provide an all-around striking surface
and enable the nailing of
more boards (4 1/2” closer)
to the end walls.

Q550
L

type 18 ga

3/8 - 5/8"

Perfectly adjustable to
the width & height of the tongue
No shim required

• Finely threaded screw-in
cartridge assembly for precision,
easy on-site dismantling
and durability.
• High-speed action and few moving parts,
for a powerful yet soft stroke,
a shorter air-saving cycle
and increased precision.

• Eco-friendly with zero VOC’s
• Extremely durable (100% solids)

• Reduced wear effect and
quick interchangeability
of PRIMPACT engines between
same generation units.

• Economical with coverage of
30 - 40m2 per litre

Printed in Canada 07-22

PRIMATECH

www.primatech.ca
800-363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

• A natural product that enhances
the natural beauty of timber floors

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd. call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009:
The social scene
One of the best parts of the ATFA Convention is the social

dinner will be held at Rydges South Bank Hotel’s award

aspect with opportunities to network with colleagues and

winning Level 12 Rooftop on Saturday 5 September from

customers at the cocktail reception and awards dinner.

7pm. As always, the ATFA convention dinner will be a not-

The ATFA Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday
3 September from 5pm in the Crown Lounge at Rydges
South Bank Hotel. All members of the association are invited

to-be-missed event with fantastic entertainment provided by
“The Laugh Doctor” Scott Williams.
Tickets for the convention dinner are $135 per person and

to attend. Full details of the agenda for the AGM will be

are available through GEMS Event Management. To book your

distributed to all members in advance.

table or individual place, contact Sarah Donnelley at GEMS on

The Convention Cocktail Reception will be held after the

02 9744 5252 or email sdonnelley@gemspl.com.au

ATFA Annual General Meeting from 6 - 8pm on Thursday 3
September at the Parklands Terrace, Rydges South Bank
Hotel. The Cocktail Reception is a great opportunity to
catch up with old friends and colleagues and will be the
opening event of the 2009 Convention. Tickets for the cocktail
reception are $55 each.
To complete the Brisbane ATFA Covention, the annual

Brett Nash took home the 2008 ATFA Apprentice
of the Year Award and it’s been a big year for him
since completing his apprenticeship. Here he tells us
how winning the award has made a difference to his
career (and his pay packet).

“It felt like all the hard work that I put in at Cork
and Parquetry Specialists had been recognised
when I won the Apprentice of the Year Award in
2008. Shortly after the win, I was given a nice pay
rise! During the last year, I have spent time sharing
my knowledge with the other apprentices in our
business, to further their skills in the trade. If I were
to give some advice to other young apprentices, I
would recommend that they work hard and listen to
their superiors.”
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Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009:
Awards for Excellence
The ATFA Awards for Excellence are presented at the
annual ATFA Convention Dinner, which in 2009 with be held at

• Boral Australian Timber Floor of the Year
Sponsored by Boral Timber Flooring

Rydges Hotel South Bank on Saturday 5 September (see page

• Residential Site Installed Floor of the Year

12 for details on the annual dinner).

• Residential Prefinished Floor of the Year

Visitors to the 2009 ATFA Convention will have the
opportunity to vote for what they believe is the most
outstanding timber floor in Australia. See page 14 for more

• Commercial Site Installed Floor of the Year
• Commercial Prefinished Floor of the Year
Winners will receive a trophy and framed certificate as

details on the Boral Australian Timber Floor of the Year

well as prominent coverage right here in the pages of Timber

Award. The timber flooring categories include

Floors Magazine.
In addition to the timber flooring project awards, the
Awards for Excellence categories are presented to the best

In 2008, Floormania from Sydney won the Contractor

in the industry, as judged by an independent panel. Those

of the Year Award, sponsored by Lagler Australia.

categories include

It’s been a big year for owners John and Joseph

• Apprentice of the Year Award - sponsored by Oakdale

Elasi, pictured below, who have also picked up a

• Employee of the Year Award - sponsored by J Notaras

number of small business awards over the last 12

• Contractor of the Year Award - sponsored by Lagler

months. Here’s what John had to say about winning
Contractor of the Year.

“Winning the ATFA award has been fantastic for
Floormania. Being recognised within the industry
has given us that edge amongst our competitors.
It has increased business directly because the award
has given us a lot of credibility with our clients as
ATFA is the chief governing body of the industry.”

THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals
Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value
SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
• Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for
finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big
machine on the market
TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
• Unique planetary motion, more power and
pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing
machine on the market

Head Office: 28 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180
Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine VIC 3043
With distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS

Freecall 1800 880 888
www.lagler.com.au
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Brisbane ATFA Convention 2009:
Boral Australian Floor of the Year
The Australian Timber Floor of the Year Award, sponsored
by Boral Timber Flooring, is judged by those who attend the
ATFA exhibition. Votes are cast in each category but it is the
floor that gains the most votes overall that wins the crown
of 2009 Boral Australian Timber Floor of the Year.
Entries have been received from all over the country and
the standard is exceptionally high, with some beautiful
examples of timber workmanship up for consideration as the
2009 Boral Australian Timber Floor of the Year.
Over the years, this competition has grown to set a
prestigious benchmark for excellence in the Australian
timber flooring industry. Tradespeople who are members of
ATFA and have completed either a commercial or residential
timber floor during the period September 2008 to August
2009 are eligible to enter. The winner will be anounced at the
annual awards dinner on 5 September (detailed on page 13).
“As the leading timber flooring company in Australia, Boral
Timber Flooring is proud to sponsor yet again the annual
ATFA Australian Timber Floor of the Year Awards,” says David
Angus, Marketing Manager for Boral Timber Flooring.
“For a number of years our business has supported this
initiative to encourage high quality and innovative timber
floors in Australia. The quantity and quality of the entries
have improved every year and the team at Boral Timber
Flooring looks forward to seeing the submissions for 2009.
Timber is increasing as a floor covering of choice and the
hardness and beauty of an Australian species adds value to

Chris Stringer from Cork and Parquetry Specialists
in Melbourne took home Australian Floor of the Year
last year and had this to say about how the title has
benefited his business and inspired his team.

“Winning Floor of the Year has been good for us
as we have had customers referred to us by other
contractors who don’t want to get involved with floors
that are not straight forward.
“We have the trophy on display and it is a good
talking point with customers as many of them ask to
see photos of the winning floor. This then opens up
all types of different ideas and aids in creating truly
unique and individual floors.
“Winning this award was a proud time for our
company and the employees who worked on this floor.
We have a shared sense of pride and achievement.
I hope that over the next few years we can create
other floors that our peers will regard as worthy of
winning Floor of the Year.”
To see more of Chris and his team’s work visit
www.corkandparquetryspecialists.com.au

any home. I’m sure we will once again see the fruits of quality
workmanship with stunning timber floors in this year’s
awards. Good luck to all the entrants!”

WINNER - 2008 Commercial Site Installed

WINNER - 2008 Residential Site Installed
and 2008 Floor of the Year
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Whittle Waxes

WINNER - 2008 Residential Prefinished

The Australian experts in
ecologically harmonised
finishes for naturally
beautiful timber

RUNNER UP - 2008 Residential Prefinished

WINNER - 2008 Commercial Prefinished

RUNNER UP - 2008 Commercial Prefinished

Give us a call for a brochure pack on

1300 326 929
www.whittlewaxes.com.au
RUNNER UP - 2008 Commercial Site Installed
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Workplace safety:
noise exposure
At the request of ATFA, the Queensland Government
Division of Workplace Health and Safety assessed the risk to
workers from workplace exposure to isocyanates, organic
solvents, wood dust, noise and vibration.
Peter McGarry, Principal Advisor (Occupational Health and
Hygiene) continues his series of articles by presenting the
findings of research into workplace exposure to noise arising
from timber flooring work, in particular floor sanding.
Exposure to excessive noise can result in permanent noiseinduced hearing loss (NIHL). Many people suffering from a
degree of NIHL also suffer from tinnitus, which manifests
itself as permanent ringing, buzzing or roaring sounds in
the ears. Other health effects associated with exposure to
excessive noise include raised blood pressure, increased

Noise exposure of workers operating the drum/belt floor

heart rate and stress, which can lead to irritability and

sanders and edger sander equipment was assessed by noise

headaches.

dose meters attached to a belt worn by the worker with the

Exposure to certain organic solvents on their own or in
combination with exposure to excessive noise can cause
damage to hearing. Such workplace chemicals are called

noise dose meter microphone attached to the lapel region of
each worker.
As was the case with the wood dust exposure research,

ototoxins. As described in Timber Floors Magazine issue 8,

there were two tasks studied: the edging task which involved

workers in the timber floor finishing industry are exposed to

sanding the floor surface around the base of walls using an

known ototoxins including n-hexane, heptane, toluene and

electrically powered sander, and the floor sanding task which

xylene.

involved a drum/belt sander for sanding the main floor areas.

Noise induced hearing loss occurs when a person is

The floor sander was operated from a standing position,

exposed to noise above certain levels for sufficient duration.

whilst the edger task required the worker to crouch over the

The noise exposure standards outlined in Australian

sanding machine.

workplace health and safety legislation defines excessive

The crouching position of the worker performing the

noise exposure as an 8 hour equivalent of 85 decibel (dB)

edging tasks results in the hearing zone being much closer

measured in the “A” weighting and a peak level of 140 dB

to the motor of the edger compared to the upright drum/belt

measured in the “C” weighting.

sander operator resulting in the potential for higher noise
exposure for the edger operator.
The frequency and duration of both sanding tasks varied

Floor coating workers are exposed to
noise primarily from the use of floor
sanding equipment. Other sources of
noise exposure arise from flooring
tasks sometimes performed, including
the use of hammers and various
power tools during the removal and
placement of floor boards.
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from day to day and between 30 minutes and five and a half
hours over the course of a working day.
In addition, many possible variables were identified that
contribute to the noise exposure. These variables included
coarse versus fine sanding, the type, age, and condition of the
sanding machine, the type of wood, the age of the wood (floor
surfaces could be new or old), whether the floor surface was
sitting on a solid underlay such as concrete or had a floor
cavity underneath.

UnderPly
The study concluded that The average 8 hour noise
equivalent (LAeq, 8h) for the edger task was 98dB(A) and
for the floor sander task was 93dB(A). This exposure
is excessive and above the 8 hour equivalent exposure
standard of 85dB(A) when taking into consideration that
these jobs usually involve several hours per day of exposure
to these noise levels. This means that timber floor workers
are at risk of noise induced hearing loss.
For this reason, audiometric testing should be offered
on a yearly basis to all workers exposed to excessive noise.
Investigations should also be made into purchasing sanding
equipment that is as quiet as possible.

Peter’s hearing protection device
recommendations
• All HPDs should be at least a Class 4 with a
minimum noise attenuation value (i.e. SLC80)
of between 22 to 25. This information should be
recorded on the packaging for the HPD and on the
actual HPD.
• Ensure the supervision of the use and
maintenance of all HPDs.

• Provides a stable substrate that will not
delaminate, buckle or bow a hardwood tongue
and groove strip floor
• Manufactured in a T+G profile for use over
bearers and joists or square edged for use over
concrete
• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so it is less
likely to develop substrate interaction noise when
walked on, compared to lower grade products
• Marine bond is heat, cold and water proof

induced hearing loss, chemical effects on hearing

• UnderPly is rated at E0 for formaldehyde
emissions (the lowest rating possible)
and will not release formaldehyde
under normal service conditions

and how to correctly fit the HPD.

• 40 year warranty on lamination

• Those using HPDs must undergo training that
includes use and maintenance of HPDs, noise

• HPDs and components should be inspected

• Economical to use

AFS/01-31-21

regularly and replaced if showing signs of damage
on deterioration.
• All persons exposed to excessive noise should
undergo yearly audiometric testing.

For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596
email plywood@boral.com.au
visit www.boralplywood.com.au

For further advice contact Peter McGarry, Principal
Adviser (Occupational Health and Hygiene), Workplace
Health and Safety Queensland, Office of Safe and Fair Work
Queensland - Department of Justice and Attorney General
at peter.mcgarry@qld.gov.au
A copy of the full monitoring report is available from ATFA

Plywood

by calling 1300 361 693. f
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Sweating the little stuff

Simple procedures can make or break your job
By Steve Seabaugh writing for Hardwood Floors Magazine USA
QUESTION: Why don’t I get a perfect sand and finish job,

A regular maintenance schedule for your equipment

even when it seems that I take all the proper steps? Are

is also important in achieving quality results. Some

there little details I’m missing?

contractors spend thousands of dollars on a top-of-the line

ANSWER: Oftentimes contractors do all the major steps

big machine but don’t perform periodic maintenance. Then

right, but overlook small details on the job site. The result is

they wonder why it sands as if it were 50 years old. They may

a job that is good, but not great. This can make the difference

jump to the conclusion that the chatter on the floor is the

between an angry customer with a callback and a happy

result of a defective drum, but wheels, as well as bearings

customer with several referrals. Here are areas that I often

and belts, that are not true and clean are often the culprits.
Following simple rules with sandpaper can also prevent

see contractors overlook.
Many contractors don’t take the time to properly clean the

problems. Sandpaper that has imperfections may cause

job site—both inside and out. They sweep and clear out all of

sanding lines, which may not be detected until you stain

the dirt, debris and trash that’s left behind from other trades,

the floor. When the paper loads up in one area, whether it’s

but they often seem to overlook cleaning the path from

from filler, paint, glue or a board with a high sap content, you

the truck to the house, preventing dirt and grit from being

probably will see sanding lines. Sanding over unset nails,

tracked back inside the house.

slivers or splinters also damages the paper.
Problems also arise when contractors try to cut costs
by over-using sandpaper—especially in the final cut. A
contractor may wonder why the stain in the first room he

Frank-Wolff
floor Sanders
ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE REST

THE 10 INCH
NOW
4KW PYTHON
UNT!
GR
E
OR
M
ITH
W

INTRODUCING
THE NEW COBR
A.
SIMPLY THE BE
ST
SANDING MAC
HINE
AVAILABLE

sanded is darker than the last. If he sanded 1,200 square
feet with a new, 80-grit belt and didn’t bother to change
the sandpaper, it will cut like 120-grit paper by the time he
reaches his last room affecting the colour of the stain.

Contractors often try to save time
by skipping two or more grits. That
leaves severe sanding lines that stick
out like a sore thumb when the floor is
stained.
I’ve seen contractors start out with a 36-grit paper and
skip up to an 80-grit paper. Then the home owner questions
why her floor isn’t as smooth as the neighbour’s. Who do you
think will get the referrals in the neighbourhood?

• Single belt drive for more power efﬁciency
• Adjustable handle suiting your height
• New control pad with emergency stop button and
volt indicator
• Head Light for dark areas
• Dual sanding bags, less dust easier to work with
And much much more…..

When using the edger, most contractors know to look for
dips and edger marks and to take them out, but what they
use to remove them may cause problems. Some contractors
use thin backing pads with a screen so it doesn’t leave marks
initially. But when stain is applied to the floor, a light halo

To ﬁnd your local stockist contact
Australia 08 9309 2991 | sales@boschtimber.com.au
New Zealand 09 424 0366 | uﬂoor-systems@xtra.co.nz
www.boschtimber.com.au
www.wolff-tools.com

effect will occur in the areas sanded with the edger because
the abrasive was overused and created a slick surface,
causing the floor to not accept the stain. Another common
way many contractors remove edger marks is with orbital
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sanders, which may also cause a light halo effect. If too rough

the floor, use a hard plate with sandpaper. This will highlight

of a grit is used, they may also leave a scratch pattern or a

any imperfections that are difficult to see with an untrained

halo. It’s important that the edges blend in with the field when

eye. It will take many of the imperfections out and, if done

staining the floor. If you use the edger with a white or maroon

properly, will flatten the floor.

pad, be sure to open the grain back up by hand-sanding with

As a final check, inspect the floor under bright lights, which

the grain with an 80- to 100-grit paper. Otherwise use a buffer

reveal imperfections more than natural light. Also, always

with screens or a paper disc to get the floor scratch from the

prepare the stain sample area using the same procedures you

buffer the same as where the edger was used.

will be using on the job site.

There are other common mistakes with the buffer that can

Be aware of problem areas in the home that show off

affect the quality of the finished floor. There undoubtedly will

sanding imperfections more than others. Hallways and

be a time when you will start buffing with a screen thinking

rooms with recessed, canned lights that beam straight down

the job is almost complete— until the dreaded chatter marks

onto the floors show sanding scratches more than other

appear. You will then buff the floor so long that you get

types of lighting. Any wave or dish out will be more apparent

blisters on your hands. Your diligent buffing will remove the

in large rooms, such as a great room, that has a wall full of

chatter marks, but in the process you will have over-screened

windows. Also, the transition around a corner through an

using a red or white pad, which will severely dish out the

opening such as a doorway will highlight an edger dish out

grain. After staining and four coats of finish, the home owner

more than other areas in the room. f

will be irate that the floor looks wavy and the stain colour is

For further technical expertise, visit the National Wood

three shades lighter than the sample area you did for her a

Flooring Association (USA) website at www.nwfa.org or

day ago. When using the buffer to clean up imperfections in

phone the NWFA technical team in the US on 636 391 5161.
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Installing timber floors on slabs what do we need to know?
Laying timber floors over concrete slabs, particularly

are apparent and in more severe cases, floors can separate

when using a direct adhesive fix, adds another level

from the slab. As such, the risk needs to be recognised and

of complexity and risk to the job. For this reason, it is

precautions taken prior to laying the floor.

necessary to take a thorough approach to avoid possible

Other associated risks include floor-to-ceiling windows

future problems. David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager,

and weather exposed patio doors that are often built with

discusses some aspects often overlooked when assessing

slab-on-ground construction. Furthermore, the risk of

the suitability of floors to be adhered to concrete slabs.

moisture problems increases if the house design has minimal

Although much concern with concrete often lies with a
slab’s moisture content, there are other aspects that need to
be considered. If not, they can result in expensive repairs.
Firstly, it is important to assess how the proposed height
of the timber floor relates to the level of the ground outside.
There have been a number of instances where the internal

or no eaves.
Whether it is a single dwelling or multi-storey apartment,
leaks associated with incorrect fitting, incorrect sealing and
blocked drain holes result in moisture ingress and problems
that will initially manifest themselves in the timber floor.
At times we hear the myth that the timber has been around

floor is at, not far above and at times below the level of an

so long that it must have no moisture in it. A similar myth

outside patio. At the time of floor installation it is doubtful

prevails in thinking that an old concrete slabs will not be

whether moisture detecting equipment would highlight a

associated with moisture issues. Frequently timber floors are

potential problem but installation in such instances is of

laid on older, slab-on-ground dwellings that may be 30 or

higher risk. The tell tale signs of cupping and expansion

more years old. This may be in the main body of the house or
perhaps in an adjoining garage that has been converted.

Moisture migration through a cured
slab does not relate to its age, just as
water passing through a sieve is not
dependant on the age of the sieve!
Three aspects are important and these are whether a
polyethylene moisture barrier was placed under the slab,
what the water cement ratio was of the mix and how well the

The old rule of thumb for brand
new slabs has been to allow
one month of drying time per
inch of slab thickness before
the slab can be considered dry.
Remember though that proper
moisture testing and a full site
assessment should still be
completed carefully, no matter
what the age of a slab.

concrete was placed. As a floor installer you are unlikely to
know any of these, so old slabs need to be treated with due
allowance for any of these possibilities.
Cracks in slabs through capillary action or from
construction joints where a slab has been added for an
extension, can be sources of moisture that affect floors. In
such instances the moisture only becomes apparent during
wet periods of the year, often well after the floor has been in
service. In one instance moisture was observed in cracked
topping compound that had been used to prepare the slab.
This highlights the fact that cracks and joints in slabs
must be appropriately assessed and sealed to prevent the
possibility of future problems.
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The original high modulus adhesive system
for overlay strip, parquetry and pre-finished
timber flooring

xx

SEE NO EVIL
DIRECT STICK HIGH MODULUS ADHESIVES
Timber movement can lead to problems with the
functionality and appearance of a floor. In contrast to
flexible adhesives, Liquid Nails Direct Stick high modulus
adhesives hold timber firmly in place and overcome
many of the problems associated with the consistant
changes in timber moisture that give rise to movement.
This means that timber floors installed with Liquid Nails
Direct Stick are resistant to problems like rafting and
cupping, giving you greater security.

HEAR NO EVIL
SUITABLE FOR USE IN ACOUSTIC
TIMBER FLOORING SYSTEM
Liquid Nails Direct Stick adhesive is ideal for use
as part of an acoustic system for timber
overlay floors in multi-level
dwellings to limit impact
noise transmission through
the flooring.

SMELL NO EVIL
LOW VOC
Liquid Nails Direct Stick adhesive & VBS
Vapour Barrier meet the Total VOC
Content Limits required by the Green
Building Council of Australia.

LOW ODOUR
Liquid Nails Direct Stick adhesive is
low odour for an improved
working environment.

SELLEYS TECHNICAL ENQUIRES 1300 555 205

www.selleystrade.com.au
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One further area that should not be overlooked relates to

Severe discolouration around this patio doorway

products that may have been applied to the slab surface to

indicates high levels of moisture and is the

assist with the curing of the slab. A slab that cures slowly,

cause of the boards cupping.

by reduction of the rate of moisture loss from the exposed
surface, generally results in a stronger slab of lower
permeability. From a concrete perspective this has benefits.
Some of the compounds used can be clear and are nonpermanent, wearing off during the course of construction.
However, if not known about or not sufficiently removed,
severe problems can be experienced as these compounds
prevent the necessary adhesion of the flooring to the slab.
The final area to be considered relates to levelling
compounds. Some consider that since floors are just walked
on, the levelling compound only needs to be able to withstand
the pressure of foot traffic on the floor. There is often a failure

is necessary to realise that levelling compound cannot be

to realise that when one material is adhered to another then

treated as just a packer but that it is a very important and

a composite product is created where one part can expand

integral part of the overall system.

or contract quite differently from the other. The consequence
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We have covered a number of specific areas relating to

of this is that very strong forces can develop, including both

aspects that need to be considered when laying floors over

a sideways (or shear) force and an upward (or tensile) force

concrete slabs. The risks that need to be assessed are not

that must be resisted by the levelling compound. There

always directly associated with installation and the potential

are many good products on the market for levelling and it

source of the problem often lies with other trades or can be
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Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

The patio is about 200mm higher
than the floor. Drainage is
provided at paver edges and poor
detailing resulted in moisture
migration and cupping of the
flooring adjacent to the window.

accentuated by aspects of building design.
As flooring professionals however, we need to be aware of these things
and guard against potential problems as best we can. Whenever a problem
occurs, even if not of your doing, both time and money are inevitably lost,
but by being a little more proactive in these areas, maybe it will be less of
your time and less of your money. f

Selleys knows your nose is
sick of the old stuff

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.
Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
rete
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Selleys has upgraded and released a new version of Liquid Nails
Direct Stick timber flooring adhesive that is low odour.
Anyone who has worked with adhesives in a confined work space
will be cheering at the thought of a low odour timber flooring
adhesive.
The best news is that the new Direct Stick formulation is just as
strong and reliable as the original formula but also has the benefit of
making working conditions much more comfortable for you and your
team. In addition, the new formula has even less slump in trowelled
beads and a more consistent controlled foaming. This means that
the new formula does an even better job of maximising the bond
footprint and bridging gaps.
One of the other great benefits of the new Low Odour Direct Stick,
and also Direct Stick LF and VBS Vapour Barrier is that they are Low
VOC for timber floors, meeting the total VOC Content Limits required
by the Green Building Council of Australia. This means the Direct
Stick system is the perfect choice for any of your upcoming Green
Star building projects - good news for the environment, and good
news for you!

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au
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Tips from the trade
With about nine years of experience in installing timber and
laminate floating floors here are a few tips that Timber Floors
Magazine readers may find useful.
For my rip cuts and cutting around door jambs, with due
consideration for safety, I’ve been using an inverted jig saw
mounted to a board and bench. The saw blade comes up
through a small oval shaped hole and acts as a table saw
but with the diversity of being able to cut curves, angles,
rip cuts and whatever else. The other advantages are no
chipping of the finished surface as the blade’s cutting action is
downwards and the majority of the dust flies below the board!
When installing timber from one area to another, where
an expansion join is required and the boards are running
lengthwise ways into the adjoining area, I cut out my 30mm

When selecting a brush for cutting in the edges for

expansion join but I will leave one plank uncut through the

finishing a floor, don’t consider price before quality.

middle of the doorway or adjoining area. Firstly, this keeps

Cheap brushes usually have plastic handles and short

my boards aligned through both areas. Secondly, to install the

bristles that don’t hold the finsh well, making it harder

expansion trim all I need to do is set my circular saw to the

to apply. A good quality brush has a strong hardwood

depth of the floor and cut through that one plank. Finally, I

handle, a copper or nickel plated steel stock and good

make sure that I use the same planks right the way through to

quality, pure bristle or synthetic filling. Remember,

keep the continuity of the grains through the expansion join. It

you get what you pay for so invest in good brushes for

certainly helps to make the join less noticeable.

floor finishing. Also, remember always to wear a face

Ben Hallifax, Contractor and TAFE Lecturer, Adelaide

mask because applying finishes with a brush has you

Thanks Ben, we’ll be sending you a pair of Crocs for your

much closer to any fumes.

contribution! - Ed

WRITE IN TO TIMBER FLOORS
MAGAZINE AND WIN!
We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page with tips from the
trade, learned from the front lines of the timber flooring industry! Write us a
letter and if we publish it, you will receive a pair of Crocs Hi Cruisers. The nonmarking slip resistent rubber sole makes this shoe ideal for timber flooring
contractors. And if it’s made by Crocs then you know it’s excellent
quality and will be very durable and comfortable.
For stockists visit www.crocs.com.au
Send your contributions to the editorial team at
Timber Floors Magazine by emailing
editor@atfa.com.au or faxing 02 9440 9066.
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ATFA

4 - 5 September 2009
ATFA Convention and Exhibition - Brisbane

7 October 2009
Advanced Timber Flooring Technology - Sydney

13 October 2009
Advanced Timber Flooring Technology - Brisbane

20 October 2009
Advanced Coating Technology - Melbourne

ir talk with Emma Watt
The new industrial relations

time equivalent employees will

websites
www.timber.net.au
Visit the Timber Development

system is now in place, although

potentially face an unfair dismissal

Association of New South Wales’

new awards and the new National

claim if the dismissed employee

website and click on the flooring

Employment Standards do not

had been working for the business

link for some good consumer

commence until 1 January 2010.

for more than 12 months.

resources and technical guides for

Sometimes the devil is in the

The changes that commenced
on 1 July 2009 have affected how

detail so here are two critical

employers dismiss employees and

tips for businesses managing or

make agreements with employees.

dismissing staff.

solid flooring.

Make sure that an employee is

Union organisers now have new
right of entry requirements,

warned at least once in writing

although access to the time and

when their employment is in

wages records of non-members

jeopardy of termination. The new

of the union is still restricted.

Small Business Fair Dismissal

Significant changes have also

Code requires proof that the

been made to the way terms and

employee was warned and the best

conditions of employment are

proof is in writing.
If you do dismiss an employee,

treated when a business is sold.

www.ecospecifier.org
Visit ecospecifier.org and use
the search facility to search the
keyword “timber” to access a list
of excellent articles on timber and

make sure that notice is given in

related products including an eco

laws will have a significant effect

writing as this is a requirement of

priority guide for decision making

on the way small businesses

the Fair Work Act. Failure to give

when specifiying timber products.

manage their staff. Even small

notice in writing may mean you

businesses with fewer than 15 full

have to pay in lieu of notice again.

Changes to the unfair dismissal

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
FLOOR ESTIMATE PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
FEP PRO 2009 software is designed specifically for
the flooring industry and enables the management,

LAGLER AUSTRALIA LAUNCHES FLOORING RANGE
Lagler Australia has released a long-awaited range of
solid timber and engineered overlay flooring.

planning and estimation of flooring projects. FEP PRO

In recent years some solid timber installations have

also integrates with the GTCO digitizer for direct take

proved a nightmare with young, sappy timbers expanding

offs from paper plans. Standard features include seam

dramatically and seeping oils rejecting or slowing curing on

manipulation, directional installation, pattern matching,

most polyurethane coatings. Usually, the most expensive,

coving, applying boarders, multi-directional scaling,

exotic timbers are the most problematic.

making job estimation and planning a breeze. For further
details on FEP PRO 2009 visit www.lasermeasure.com.au
or call 1800 780 069.

Lagler Australia’s small but salient range of overlay and
engineered flooring is the answer.
The range is comprised of the following exotic species.
African Mahogany (100mm x 13mm overlay) has the look
of Sydney Blue Gum, with exquisite vein features. Darwin
Stringybark (130mm x 13mm overlay) is deep and rich like
Kauri or Jarrah.
For those looking for a lighter look, Lagler’s recycled
engineered flooring manufactured from former fence
palings has a strong oak ply base with 6mm of genuine
solid timber surface. This is a 150mm twin-strip board.
These products are all recycled or reclaimed timbers, not
less than 40 years old. They are pre-filled and light sanded
and carefully machined. Installation and post installation
sanding and polishing will be a breeze compared to

BONA NATURALE - A FINISH IN THE RAW
Bona Naturale could be called a designer finish

compares favourably.

because it allows you to create a unique new look with

Contractors can look forward to easier installations, with

timber floors. With its flat matt finish, Naturale offers

no excessive movement, moisture intake or coating issues.

the look and feel of raw, untreated natural timber but

The timber is all supplied in easy-load shoulder packs.

with protection only a polyurethane coating can provide.

Displays of these exotic flooring products are at both

Naturale is practical because it can be spot repaired.

Lagler Australia branches at Knoxfield and Tullamarine.

The repair is seamless and the floor can be walked on

For more information phone 03 9887 2344 or visit

within hours. Bona Naturale is virtually odourless with a

www.lagler.com.au

low VOC level of less than 5% and is manufactured with
largely renewable raw materials. Naturale also meets
the strict R10 standard for slip resistance. For further
information phone 1300 882 806 or visit www.bona.net.au
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other, freshly milled species. With that in mind, the price

Bringing out the
best in timber floors
The Bona System includes
a complete range of
innovative products
that bring out the best
in timber floors.
From sanding machines,
dust containment and
abrasives to non-toxic
finishes, adhesives and
floor care, you can rely on
Bona every step of the way.

Visit www.bona.net.au and discover how the Bona System brings benefits to you and your business
Phone 1300 882 806
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Project feature:
Blackbutt beauty
Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring

flooring was acclimatised sufficiently,”

was recently contracted to install

says Robert Clague from Northern

a timber floor in this magnificent

Suburbs Timber Flooring.

Queensland property overlooking

Air conditioning in the house

Lake McDonald in the Noosa

counteracted the high moisture

Hinterland.

content that is to be expected in a high

The property, complete with

humidity area such as Noosa. The

stables for the family’s racehorses,

moisture content of the slab and the

blends beautifully with the natural

timber were checked and recorded. f

environment. The owners wanted
a floor that would complement this
setting while maintaining the home’s
formal nature. They chose a beautiful
wide board profile to reflect the scale
of the property by choosing 180mm x
21mm Blackbutt prestige grade solid
tongue and groove strip flooring. The
additional thickness in the board was
required for additional stability on such
a wide board.
The timber, which covered a total
area of 373 square metres, was laid on
70 x 35mm kiln dried timber battens
installed at 450mm centres over a
concrete slab covered with a plastic
membrane, pre-drilled and fixed with
75mm masonry spikes.
The timber flooring was fixed to the
battens firstly with SikaBond adhesive
and clamped up in some areas by
secret stapling and other areas with
old fashioned ratchet floor clamps,
before being top nailed with 50mm
nails to each board at each batten.
The flooring then underwent a
complete sanding process using an 8”
Galaxy floor sanding machine prior to
the application of a Polycure modified
oil to a low sheen finish.
“The area had extremely high
humidity, so the greatest challenge on
this project was to ensure the timber
28

Installer: Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring, Queensland
Timber Supplier: Hurford Hardwood
Adhesive: SikaBond T55J
Finish: Polycure modified oil
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